Weed problems are universal. Weeds choke out desirable grass, decrease visibility on highways, increase
storm water drainage and hinder access to work sites. Sure, you could mow or weed eat, but how often would
you have to, and would it really get rid of the problem?
When it comes to herbicide, Edko uses tools provided by BASF, Dupont, Dow and Monsanto. By investing in
these industry leaders, we are supporting future developments in herbicide management and always providing
our customers with a guaranteed solution.

We Go
Way Back
Edko got its start in traditional
herbicide treatments back in
the 60s. Our customers have
ranged from individual homeowners to investor-owned utilities, to cities and counties. All of
our customers have one thing in
common. They have a problem
and we have a solution.
It’s true – other companies boast
the same solution, but there’s a
reason that we’ve retained contracts for as long as 40 years
and customers that changed
contractors in the past have
come back. It’s our quality of
work, our reputation of saying
“yes”, our customer relationships
and most of all, our people.

Don’t Lose Control
Whether you’re looking to selectively control out-of-place weeds
or you want to completely decimate all plant life in an area, we
have a solution.

Non-selective
If absolute bare ground is your desire, we’ve got the ticket. In
some instances, any presence of vegetation is unwanted, such as
a plant site, substation, railroad or a storage yard. Vegetation
can decay wood, corrode metal, create refuge for pests or even
become a fire hazard. Prevent unnecessary headaches and maintenance by eliminating all that is green.

Selective
Got specific problems? We’ve got
specific solutions. When it comes to
drainage canals, parks, levees, or
highway roadsides, vegetation is desired, but not all types. Edko utilizes
customized, computer-injection equipment that can target specific weed
problems, leaving desired vegetation
to flourish. In the end, your turf will
almost be as pretty as your budget.

Prevent an Uprising
Weeds may not be a problem right now,
but even the smallest presence of unwanted
vegetation can result in a larger problem later
in the year. By that time you’re not only trying
to kill existing weeds, but you also have to deal
with keeping your turf alive. So, why not attack
the problem at the root?
Our pre-emergent application kills weeds
before they become an issue, allowing you to
focus on one thing at a time.

Invasive Tactics
Kudzu. Johnson grass. Water Hyacinth. Giant Salvinia. You name it, we’ve eradicated it. Invasive plant
abatement has been a specialty of ours and we continue to provide government agencies with this service
to this day.
We understand the fragility of ecosystems and the
importance of maintaining native plant populations.
This understanding influences our practices, helping us
target invasives without sacrificing desired plants.
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